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IOWA STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, MARCH, 1887. 
IN MEMORIAM OF GENERAL JAMES LORAINE GEDDES, 
HERO OF SHILOH. 
BY PROF. W. H. WYNN • 
. ·\RAVE comrade, thy slum her is sweet, 
: J With the dear old flag for thy bed, 
And wrapped in its folds as a winding-sheet 
We bear thee hence, with reverent feet, 
To the .home of the patriotic dead. 
N .:i, no; the patriot dead 
Never halt at an open tomb; 
They hear the bugle-call far overhead, 
And march with their wonted invincible tread, 
Right on through the thickening gloom. 
Rrave soldier, we know thou hast won 
On many a bloody field, 
'Mid the smoke of the battle-cloud rolling dun, 
And the fierce encounter of sabre and gun-
What battles reh1ctantly yield?--
A Christian soldiei·'s fame, 
Ever climbing aloft like a star, 
And bursting through darkness and tempest, aflame, 
And luster of loveliness honoring a name, 
Plucked from the crest o:l'war. ' 
Oh! stay one moment, my friends, 
And lift up the coffin-lid-
'Twere well when glory her panoply lends 
To him who the life of his country defends, 
To think on w'!at he did._ 4f-
A momen,t of awful suspense 
Once swung on the vibrating air, 
When the nation cried out for a wall of defence, 
An arm to roll back the fatal offence, 
And God put our champion there. 
No. 1. 
2. LITERARY. 
All day till the westering sun 
Was sinking on Shiloh's dim wood, 
This man, with a handful, by breastwork and gun, 
Holding on when an army had broken and run, 
As firm as adamant stood. 
In the gap and trap of the wood, 
And line after line cut down 
Of the enemy's forces, rolled up in a flood 
And as often swept down in a tempest of blood-
Oh, this was Shiloh's renown ! 
He would leave at the word of command, 
But every commander was gone, 
And it was for him at his post to stand, 
At the bloody key of that bloody !ancl 
Till all was lost or won. 
Then the genius of war let fall 
His mace on the reeking field, 
And the rallying forces reformed at his call, 
And the river frowned round with an iron wall, 
And rebellion's fate was sealed. 
This star we will lay on his breast, 
Great hero of Shiloh's renown! 
Never chivalrous star greater heart has pressed, 
Never lovelier shown on the brow of the West, 
Or glittered in kingly crown. 
March on to the bugle's low wail, 
And the roll of the muffied drum ; 
We will drop the pall where is parted the vail, 
And patriot hosts are waiting to hail 
Our hero welcome home. 
LITERARY. 3. 
NAPOLEON AT ST. HELENA. 
C. L. ZORBAUGH, PARSONS COLLEGE, IOWA. 
Awarded First Honors at the Iowa State 
Uratoncal Contest. 
A thousand miles at sea, twelve 
hundr_!'!d miles from land, the island 
St. Helena lay sleeping on the bosom 
of the Atlantic. 
No human eye had witnessed its 
birth. When the ages of God' first 
broke into years, its origin must have 
been comprehended in that fiat of the 
Deity which set the stars in their 
shining orbits, and the sun in his 
pathway. Or at some later period, 
when ages had lapsed and on the 
shores of the Mediterranean human-
ity was waging a doubtful struggle 
for existence, it might have sprung 
forth in the eruption of .sub-aqurean 
fires, the rmir of surges and the call-
ing of deep unto deep. No man 
could tell. The silent canopy of 
God was its only watcher; the 
voiceless solitude of four thousand 
years its only companion. 
In the fifteenth century men had 
pushed westward from Athens and 
begu~ ta hazard the perils of the sea. 
It was an age of mariners and dis-
covery. The new world had been 
found; northern waters had been 
crossed, and, finally, one bold adven-
turer had doubled the south and 
found a way to the Utopia of the 
age, the traditionary East Indies. It 
was regarded as the most important 
discovery of the time, and the trade 
of all Europe set its sails in the wake 
of the adventurer. 
The pathway thus marked Qut by 
the adventurer a.nd followed by Eu-
ropean commerce led directly past 
St. Helena, but for many years the 
island remained in an obscurity al-
most.as deep as before the prow of 
the first vessel touched its coast. It 
was a lonely, desert spot, frequented 
only as the albatross might rest its 
wings after a flight of many days 
upon the main, or a mariner might 
, seek a temporary shelter for his 
weather-beaten vessel. So it re-
mained during three hundred years, 
and so it might have remained until 
this day had not an inscrutable 
Providence cast upon its shore the 
• last wave of that terriffic sea which 
had well nigh foundered Europe at 
the close of tbe eighteenth century. 
About the year 1815 a British 
man-of-war broke the solitude of St. 
Helena and landed on its coast the 
person of Napoleon Bonaparte. It 
is now that St. Helena becomes his-
toric. The albatross may visit" its 
coast as before and fin~ nothing to 
disturb its rest, but the mariner no 
longer passes by without pointing 
his comrades to the spot, saying: 
"Yonder is he who was Emperor of 
France." 
Wonderful things went on there 
before the six years of his exile were 
over and he slept at last beneath the 
sky and by the sea. No great events, 
true. But what a mind was there ! 
And what storms of emotion must 
have swept its troubled surface day 
and night ! Amazing scene ! Dread 
counterpart of the Greek tragedy of 
old ! There, the desert rock in ~ 
trackless wilderness-here, on a 
trackless sea. There, the bound 
4. LITERARY. 
Prometheus-here, the exiled Na- recoil before him, defeated, over-
poleon. There, the scorching sun whelmed, annihilated-but for the 
by day and the piercing frost by few who carry the .awful intelligence 
night-and here also. There, the across the plains to the walls of 
vulture at the vitals-here, remorse Vienna. In the crash of opposing 
and baffled ambition; and the same armies, in the wild tumult of the 
starry-mantled night over-arched the charge and the retreat, he ;ises to 
one and the other. the full consciousnesG of his capacity 
Napoleon was reckless in his exile for leadership. His ambition is 
and, with that constant activity that born, and its first irregular impulse 
marked him on the battlefield, made is to go eastward, awaken the slumb-
a thorough survey of the island till i ering power of the Orient and reign 
every spot was familiar to him as his -a second Alexander-on the banks 
evening couch.. One place came to ·of the Indus. 
be a favored retreat and here, often- He is leaving France. The hoary 
er than elsewhere, he directed his heads of the Alps, lifting themselves 
footsteps. It is on the northeast, a proudly against the sky, recede and 
single rock jutting out from the shore, fade away in the lengthening dis-
where the broken waves mutter un- tance, until the loftiest has sunk be-
easily beneath him and cast their low the horizon and the last land-
spray fitfully to ·his feet, and where, mark of his country has disappeared. 
too, there is a wide view of the sea. He is skirting Sicilian shores, pene~ 
Behold him .as he stands there, trating Mediterranean solitudes, "till 
alone, peering out over the sea to on the shores of Ptolemais~ the Orient 
that far horizon beyond which lies bids him, HaiJ ! He is marching 
France and the continent. The with impatient energy beneath the 
keen eye glazes, the quick ear dulls. shadows of· the Pyramids, through 
In the deep abstraction of memory tlie Nile, across deserts and seas, 
"the Pa?t rises before him like a until, defeated at last by hea·t and 
dream." St. Helena broadens be- famine and the enemy, he turns his 
neath his feet into the space of a co.n- back upon the east, uttering this 
tinent ; the low muttering of the epitome of his ambition : "If Acre 
breakers sounds to his ears like the had fallen, I should have changed 
measured tread of armies ; and the the face of the world." With such 
waves, sparkling before him in the prophetic sigh he returns to Egypt, 
sunlight, transform into the glittering leaves immolated there the romance 
of a myraid swords and bayonets. of his life and, by voyage and land, 
He is leading the soldiers of the arrives at Paris. 
French republic on the northern How have events culminated while 
plains of Italy, in the first venture of he dreamed ! Paris is in an ecstacy 
his arms winning laurels and fame, of terror. Festivities have paled and 
homage · and power. Three armies fled ·before the ne.ws of armies de-
LITERARY. 5. 
feated and borders invaded. From ! is crowned emperor. It would seem 
the Rhine, from the Alps, from every I a sufficient glory to be emperor of 
quarter come rumors that thicken in- the first nation of the period, but as 
to fears, through fears into appalling Napoleon is a man of no ordinary 
certainty, till, like frightened Rome genius, so he is a man of extra-
in her peril, Paris utters that fearful ordinary ambition. · If a conqueror 
cry : "Hannibal at the gates !" and emperor of France, why not be 
Evidently the republic is on the lord of Europe and master of the 
verge of a crisis. Will she fall? world? So shall it be. He places 
Will this child M the revolution, this before himself the goal of universal 
offspring of a nation's throes and de- empire. To this end every sacred 
livery, will the republic fall? See shrine of his heart is dethroned, 
how a few days answer. Fteshly re- every scruple of conscience subdued, 
turned from his Egyptian dreaming and every cry o( outraged justice and 
and fully awake now to the crisis at patriotism muffled into silence. 
hand, Napoleon steps to the head of G Jory is his shrine, ambition his con-
affairs. It is anno.unced that the re- science, and war his arbiter of justice. 
public is at an end and France, with The crisis of the age approaches. 
facile assent, creates the consular Hero of Ulm, Austerlitz, Auerstadt 
throne. So falls the republic; so and Jena, Napoleon prepares for his 
rises the star of Napoleon. final campaign. The continent be-
. Events are swift now. Ambition comes the theatre of war. From 
is designing ends and genius adapt" Arctic Russia to the gates of Gibral-
ing mean~. He calls himself the tar there is the sound of bugles and 
creature of circumstances, but it is the commotion !)f arms. Europe is 
t:ie idle talk of a man who is master arrayed against one man. The 
of circumstances. As the star yon- course of history hangs on the issue 
der, sent·out from the hand of God, of a single campaign. But a step 
cannot fail of its celestial orbit, Na- more-the taking of Moscow-and 
poleon moves steadily on to his goal. the world shall lie at his feet! 
There is no doubt, no uncertainty, * * * * * * 
Things take the shape of a clear de- The dream passes. The glaze is 
sign. Each prominent event is the gone from his eye, the dullness from 
outcome. of a settled purpose; each his ear. It is St. Helena beneath his 
purpose the issue of his deep am- feet; it is the low muttering of broken 
bition. waves down there, not the march of 
Now he places. before himself the armies; and out yonder is the sun-
goal of empire. Hannibal is driven light glittering on the sea to that far 
back from the gates ; the Alps are horizon. 
crossed; Marengo and H ohenlinden What does it mean ? What, Na-
are fought, and everywhere complete- poleon, where is thy Austerlitz and 
ly victorious he returns to Paris and thy Jena? Ah, where indeed? 
6. LITERARY. 
How like Lucifer, from the high-
est battlements of glory, the star of 
Napoleon fell and went out in the 
night? 
Out on the bosom of the Atlantic 
still lies the 'island of St. Helena, the 
albatross again the only frequenter 
of its solitudes and the silent canopy 
of GGd its .only watcher ; a fitting 
monument of the fallen ambition 
that lies buried there, a thousand 
miles at sea. 
---◄-----
NATIONAL DEVOTION. 
HY L. V. HARPEL. 
Love is the author and arbiter of 
society. It organizes the human 
family and creates the reciprocal re-
lations of man to man, binding them 
to each other as members of a great 
living organism, wherein all suffer or 
all rejoice together. It not only in-
duces this sympathetic relationship 
among men but among nations-the 
adversity of one affecting the welfare 
of all others. · 
blends with the nation, and behold 
the unfolding of national life. Then 
observe the present interdependence 
of the family and nation. Each 
without the protection and support 
of the other would fade from exist-
ence. The family is the fundamen-
tal schoolroom of the nation, where-
in the character of the citizen is 
shaped and determined; wherein 
love and morality, love of duty and 
love of right are inculcated into his 
nature ; and therein lies the future 
welfare and d~stiny of the whole 
people. 
Though history records the family 
as preceding the nation, they have 
a common ongm. Neither is the 
product of human hands but each is 
a divine institution constructed by 
the Creator through the angel of 
love. Being thus the principle of 
human fellowship .and brotherhood, 
love, in the broad sense of benefi-
cence, must forever. stand as the 
great r;erennial fountain from 
which issues the will and control of 
the State. Otherwise, the State will 
The fountain-head of the nation is mirror hatred back into itself, and 
the family. Open your history and convert the cohesive force of hu-
turn to the dawn of civilizi-ltion. Do man friendship into a repulsive force, 
you find there any record of a for- causing the stable and peaceful state 
ma! or conventional origin of soci- of society to disappear into myriads 
ety? No. But you do find the of mad, refractory, unsympathetic 
book of Genesis almost filled with atoms. 
the record of the foundation of the Born of the indissoluble bonds of 
family, together with a portion of its human friendship, society must for-
history, and at its close you witness ever be guided by the immutable prin-
t he transition to the nation. Read, ciples of law and morality. These 
if you please, the ancient stories of principles alone will solve the most 
Iliad and Aeneid that you may per- complex problems that ever vexed the 
ceive how the spirit of the family human mind, purify the nations, and 
LITERARY. 7. 
bless them with the splendor of ideal uble problem;endeavoring to trans-
perfection. form the antagonism of law and lib-
S.ociety is now in its youth- erty into harmony. Our own coun-
buoyant, robust, and still developing. try offers the first example of any 
Yet it is untiringly beckoned and appreciable success, yet it is far 
ingeniously tempted to stray from from what may be attained. Law, as 
its parental mansion, sport with the it now is, can never espouse free-
eccentricities of human nature, and dom. Instead of love it ta.kes coer-
yield to the fascinating influence of/ cion as its means, and instead of 
unscrupulous politicians, whose I wooing, it blights the affections. It 
beautiful collection of great boasting is callous, harsh and selfish. If it 
plans with hidden defects are sure ever secures freedom's consent to 
to ripen into a ghastly mass of the nuptial tie, it must take unto it-
broken promises. But this is only self a new nature, and becom,e gen-
a manifestation of that universal law tle, attractive and sympathetic. It 
of a downward tendency. Deprive must be born of love and manifest 
a body of its support and it goes itself in prudence. So soon as these 
down. Remove a magnet from mag- qualities and conditions are realized, 
netizing influences and its stre~gth the whole world can rejoice at the 
ebl,s slowly away. Energy invaria- wedding of law and freedom, and 
bly seeks its lower forms. Let a forever enjoy its most bounteous 
man desert his moral character and fruits. 
it will retrograde. Thus all things "Love of country" is the country's 
unsupported by an effort fall to a renown. This alone bore our nation 
lower ebb. Not only is an effort through its hours of deepest dark-
necessary to maintain the former ness, saved it from utter dissolution, 
level but an additional effort is essen- and made our country the famous 
tial to improvement. In govern- "Land of Libertv." It was this that 
ment this truth is of supreme impor- developed eve~; latent energy of our 
tance. Its prosperity demands from revolutionary fathers, and inspired 
each citizen efforts in the form of Washington's supreme efforts in se-
vigorous work, prompted by unswerv- curing to us and to our posterity the 
ing fidelity to duty and guided by grandest nation among nations. It 
the fundamental principles of law was national devotion that influenced 
and morality. Washington to discountenance all 
All problems in modern politics kingcraft in our country, and uphold 
are but branches ·of the one great the republi~an form of government, 
problem-the union of law and lib- thus giving to the world a new era 
erty. Ever si1jce the sun of know!- dating from the time when liberty 
edge arose to dissipate the deep dark- made the first permanent step in ad-
ness of barbarism, man has been vance of the horrors of despotism, 
ponderi~g over this seemingly inSO'l- , when barbarism was deposed and in-
8. LITERARY. 
dustrialism crowned king, and wh~n 
a germ of love was planted to grow 
up and succeed physical force. 
Lincoln, inspired with overflowing 
love of country, and guided by the 
underlying principles of morality, 
cleansed our nation of its greatest 
iniquity ap.d restored to four millions 
of human slaves, not only thejr free-
dom, but that most sacred institu-
tion, the family. Prompted by de-
votion he sacrificed his life to write 
in luminous letters upon the face of 
time-These United States are, "now 
and forever, one and inseparable." 
In the absence of national devotion 
we see "!>trikts," "labor troubles," 
and the assaults of anarchists. In its 
universal presence these atrocities 
melt away. Were every citizen of our 
nation truly devoted to national inter-
est the word "politics" would be rid 
of its opprobrious meaning; corrupt 
parties would sink into oblivion ; 
. sentiment would be founded upon so-
cial, moral and economic principles ; 
ballot box frauds, electoral commis-
sions, and mob-rule would never stain 
another page of hi~ry ; national 
theft would give way to national 
charity ; and selfish politicians 
would yield place to noble patriots. 
All in all, our nation would be in the 
zenith of earthly glory, and our 
national life would be a symbol of 
God-like purity. 
As education develops the human 
mind, governments refrain from the 
use of coercive measures. The wise 
man requires no hint of the hang-
man's rope or jailor's dungeon to 
make him a desirable neighbor. 
These are evils employed as anti-
dotes to the profligacy of ignorance. 
The clear-headed man who kn,ows 
his own affairs and dµties, and whose 
character is aglow with mo,rality, 
dreads to be under the influence of 
corrupt laws or to be taxed by selfish 
strangers. Wisdom thirsts after 
purity, benevolence and self govern-
ment.. Educate the masses and you 
will disinfect society, replace selfish-
ness with generosity, and convert 
antagonistic forces into bonds of 
love. General education, skillfully 
applied, will make known to every 
citizen the duties of citizenship, plant 
deep in his heart the love to perform 
these duties, and imbue his whole 
character with national devotion, 
thus disseminating a cohesive force 
throughout <;mr nation that will bind 
it in indestructible union. 
----••--__:_ __ 
WE publish this month an article 
by Frank Leverett who has been en-
gaged since his graduation in '85 in 
taking field observations fot the U. 
S. Geological Survey. He is an 
enthusiastic geologist and his article 
will repay careful study with the aid 
of an atlas. The concluding article 
will be published next month. 
SC:(ENTIFIC. 9. 
GLACIAL STUDIES IN ILLINOIS. 
FRANK LEVERETT, B. SC. 
The phenomena of the drift cov-
ered area indicate that there was a 
retreat of the ice, several degrees i:o 
the 11orthward, and this was followed 
by a second advance of the ice. In 
I. this advance well defined morainic 
It is now believed by geologists ridges are developed along the entire 
that a large portion of northeastern border fr6m northern Dakota to 
North America has been covered by eastern , Lbng Island. The border 
ice, and that as either as a great near the Mississippi river is much 
sheet, or a series of broad lobes, it farther north than in the first exten-
extended far down into the United sion, but in Dakota and from Ohio 
States. The mass _of commingled to the Atlantic ocean it is but a 
clays, gravels and sands, which cover short distanc~ within the outer drift 
so great a portion of our north cen- border., These morainic ridges form 
tral States is believed to be its pro- a series of loops, which indicate that 
duct.· The southern margin of tliis the ice extended in .tongue-like lobes 
d;strict of commingled drift is fol- for many miles south from. the gen-
lowed approximately by the Missouri eral ice border, and the direction of 
and Ohio rivers, and farther east I glacial striae beneath these lobes 
northern Pennsylvania, and New [ show that the ice spread laterally in 
Jersey, Long Island and the islands' its advance, for the striae diverge 
off the coast of Massachusetts are . from the axis of the lobe toward the 
marked by the products of the ice outer borders. Now one of these 
sheet. South and west from here lobes occupied Lake Michigan and 
the surface materials are of a very in its greatest advance extended for 
different· character, showing a strict more than 109 miles southwest of 
dependence in their structure upon the head of the Lake, and it is now 
underlying rock formations, and hav- our purpose to show; as best we can 
ing none of the commingled drift 1' in the brief space of a single arti°cle, 
clays produced by ice transportation. the phenomena presented by the 
This then· marks the greatest exten- portion of Illinois which was occu-
sion of the ice and since well defined pied by the ice lobe, and with this 
morainic ridges exist along but a the reader can make comparisons in 
portion of this margin, some geolo- other similarly situated locations. 
gists have adopted the glacio-natant If you will now open your geogra-
theory, viz. : that the ice floated in phies, we will show you as briefly a~ 
marginal lakes near the southern possible .the distribution of the mo-
border. of the drift area, either as raines. There are in northeastern 
icebergs or as a thinned margin, and Illinois no less than six moraines ar-
dropped the material contained in it ranged in rudely concentric belts, 
into water. as it melted. showing the retreat of' the ice of the 
io. SCIENTIF.IC. 
Lake Michigan lobe to the body· of DuPage county, and foll9ws closely 
water which has given it its name. the line between Kendall and Will 
We can perhaps describe the distri- counties, and Grundy and Will coun-
bution of these moraines most easily ties, to the head of the Illinois river. 
by beginning at Lake Michigan and It here terminates abruptly in "Dres-
working back through the belts, ex- den Hill" which rises about 120 
actly reversing the order of their ac- feet ab.ove the Illinois river. South-
cumulations. east from here., however, along the 
The first moraine is essentially Kankakee river is a belt of sand and 
concentric with the lake-border also boulder districts, which are con-
through eastern Wisconsin, north- jectured to be the continuation of 
ea·stern Illinois, northern Indiana, the moraine. Probably the dra"inage 
and western Michigan, varying in its along the margin of the ice through 
distance from the lake from twenty the Kankakee river carried away the 
to forty miles. Between the moraine finer materials, ;ind no clay ridge 
and lake is a level plain. The mo- could be formed. 
raine itself is very prominent in Returning now to· the northeastern 
southeastern Wisconsin and in north- corner of Kendall county, we find a 
eastern Illinois as far south as the third moraine parting from the sec-
latitude -of St. Charles occupying ond. It follows quite closely the 
both sides of the Fox river and con- east side of Fox river, to the Illinois 
sisting of two or more moraines con- river, between Marseilles and Otta-
stituting a belt rather than a single On the south side it reappears 
moraine. At some points these are at the very brow of the bluffs, and 
quite distinct, being separated seve- passes south-southeasterly past Ran-
ral miles from each other, while at som and Odell. It then bends ab-
other points they ar~ forced into ruptly and passes eastward near Em-
contact and confusion. From the ington, Kempton and Chebause, is 
latitude of St. Charles around the cut through by 'the Iroquois river, in 
curve of the lake there is only the the south part of Ka'nkakee county, 
inner portion of the belt, and it is and continues east a few miles to 
low and inconspicuous. In Michi- "Mount Languin," a prominent hill 
gan it is combined with a moraine on the C. L. & C. R. R. between St. 
from the Saginaw bay lobe, and is Anne and Aroma. It here termin-
more prominent and contains a large ates as abruptly as did the other mo-
amount of gravel. raine at "Dresden Hill," and east 
The second moraine is more .or from here is a great belt of sand 
less closely combined with the first which is supposed to be a continua-
in Wisconsin, and in Illinois to the tion of the moraine, as the sat).d belt 
head of the DuPage river. It here along the Kankakee river is thought 
parts from the inner moraine and to be a continuation of the next in-
continues due s'outh through western· ner moraine, and the -drainage 
SCIENTIFIC. it. 
through the Kankakee is probably bash and Vermilion rivers through 
th; channel for removal of the finer Ford, Iroquois and Vermilion col.ln-
material. Prof.. T. C. ChS;mberlin ties. entering Indiana two or three 
has found in the northeastern part of miles north of Ambia. It theit' pass-
Iroquois county, Ill., and northwest- es east-northeasterly to the vicinity 
ern Indiana a peculiar over-riding of of Fowler, where it passes beneath 
the moraines of the l',ake Michigan the i.rie-Saginaw moraine. 
lobe, by the outer moraine_ of the Returning now to Kane county 
Erie-Saginaw lobe, and the ice which again, we find the western portion of 
produced this later moraine has per- the ridge which has north from here 
haps been influential in producirtg followed approximately parallel to 
the sand belts and obscuring or ob- i the Fox river, now departs from this 
!iterating the Lake Michigan mo- i river and, in the form of a double 
raine in Iroquois and Kankakee I ridge, takes a southwesterly course 
counties. through DeKalb, Lee and Bureau 
Returning now to the viciriity of counties, the outer to the vicinity of 
Barrington, in Cook county, we find Walnut, the inner to the vicinity of 
a fourth moraine parting from the Malden. They then curve quite ab-
combined moraine, embricing the ruptly and ta.,ke a so11theasterly 
first, second and third moraines al- course, crossing ·the Illinois river 
ready described. It p'asses south- in Putnam and Marshall counties, 
west to Elgin where it is cut through continuing thence southeast through 
by the Fox river. On the west side Woodford county and east through 
it continues in a southerly direction northern McLean county. In the 
to the vicinity of St. Charles, where latter county they are separated b.y 
it dwindles down to a low, undulat- the Mackinaw rive1' The ridges 
ory belt which continues to the vi- then· unite and form a re-entrant 
cinity of Sugar Grove in Kane coun- angle in southeastern Livingston 
ty. Between here and Earlville in county, after which ·they continue 
LaSalle county, we have found a side l,y side in a southeasterly direc-
break, difficult to fill out or explain, tion through Ford county, and the 
but a moraine rises gradually from northeastern corner of Champaign 
the plain at Earlville in LaSalle county, having the middle fork of 
county and as a narrow ridge takes the Wabash-Vermilion between 
a south-southeasterly direction to the t.hem. TT:iey then separate more 
Illinois river just east of LaSalle. widely, and the inner one passes 
It then reappears on the south side east through northern Vermillion 
of the Illinois river and follows the county, leaving Illinois two to three 
east side of the Vermilion river to miles south of Ambia, Ind. It then 
its source in southeastern Livings- continues east a few miles, when it 
ton county. It then forms the divide passes beneath the Erie-Saginaw mo-
between the Iroquois and the \Va- raine. The outer ridge passes south-
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easterly through Vermilion county, 
leaving Illinois north from Danville 
two or three miles. 
This'" long and perhaps te_dious 
description of the distribution of 
these belts shows that in Illinois 
there is a remarkably well devel~ped 
series of moraines, one within the 
other, showing the successive bor-
ders of the ice-sheet. These succes-
sive borders are best shown in cross-
ing the State from Bureau county to 
Lake Michigan. It is unfortunate 
that· the eastern portion of these 
loops has been so concealed by the 




The following resolution was 
adopted by the Board of 'Trustees, 
Nov. 12, 1886: 
WHEREAS ; The fact is recognized that 
the climate of Iowa and the States west of 
Lake Michigan is peculiarly inter-continental 
in character, and t!i,.t our cereals, cultivated 
grasses, esculent roots, and other economic 
plants are not native but have been mainly 
introduced from more humid and equable 
climates, hence are subject to attacks of rusts, 
smuts and othe1· diseased conditions growing 
out of a want of perfect adaptation to our 
climate and soil, and 
WHEREAS ; The experiments of Knight, 
Burbridge, Darwin and other scientists lead 
us to believe thar our losses i11 · field and 
garden may be lessened if not wholly avo;d-
ed by the introduction of field and garden 
plants from like climates of the world and by 
sy;tematic crossing of the best plants we now 
have with those of climates still more trying· 
than ours, 
THEREFORE ; It is hereby ordered by , 
this Board that the systematic introduction I 
of economic plants from like climates be at- I 
tempted as soon as practicable, such as wheats, 
oats, barleys, ryes, grasses, etc., from east~rn 
Europe, Central Asia and north-west China ; 
potatoes tr .. m Chili, Bogol:a and the Argen-
tine Republic in South America; beets, car-
rots, etc., from the steppes of South Russia, 
and that crosses with such plants should fol- · 
low as soon ·thereafter as possibie. 
It is further ordered, That President 
Chamherlain and Dr. Byron D. Halsted are 
appointed as a special committee to make 
needed purchases and to take general charge 
of'thi~ important work, and it .is ordered that 
the sum of two hundred dollars be approp-
riated from the State experimental fund for 
the initial expenses of such lines of work, 
and that the Union National Bank of Ames 
be requested to advance the money theref,,r 
the same as heretofore. 
It -is"fnrther ordered, That the p'.anting of 
seeds, etc., and their after care and cu:tnre, 
with the .gathering and care of seeds and the 
general details of the work, shall be managed 
from the available funds of the Agricultural 
Dept., and with the available tools and help 
of that department, but the general charge 
of every part of this work shall rest with the 
above named committee. 
The fitst part of the resolution 
outlining the work was drawn up by 
Prof. Budd, and describes the pro-
pose~work _in plant-breeding to be 
done here. This work is one of 
great importance and deserves most 
careful consideration. 
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ing more than that we will do our 
best. Our aim will be to make this 
paper a true exponent of the spirit 
of this institution. We believe that 
with the improved courses of study 
and with such a man as Pres._ Cham-
berlain at the head of this im,titu-
tion, together with its able faculty 
and splendid facilities for mstruct-
ion in all the sciences that our col 0 
lege is entering upon an era of in-
creased-prosperity which will soon 
make it one of the foremost scientif-
ic and industrial schools of the west; 
and we shall endeavor to make THE 
AURORA keep pace with the progress 
of the I. A. C. If we criticise the 
institution, it will not be in a fault-
finding spirit but with a desire to 
i throw some light from the studeiits' 
=============== standpoint on things connected with 
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IN taking charge of T1-IE AURORA 
for this year we have but few promis-
es or apologies to make. We are 
entirely without experience in this 
kind of work and can promise noth-
orably with other college papers. 
As the students return this spring, 
they miss with deep.regret one pleas-
ant face from the faculty-'-the face 
of one who almost ever since the 
foundation of the college has extend-
ed a cordial greeting to the return-
in~ students and one whom the 
alumni always desire to see when 
they return to their alma mate.r. 
Although Prof. Wynn's retirement 
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from the faculty of the college was 
not entirely unexpected (his resigna-
tion having already been accepted), 
yet "the students were much disap-
pointed that the board of trustees 
did not ask and insist in the with-
drawal of his resignation. We are 
certainly safe in saying that no pro-
fessor would be missed more by the 
students than Prof. Wynn is. They 
feel that they have not only lost an 
able instructor, a trusted counselor 
and kind critic, but a personal 
friend. Wherever he may go the 
best wishes of all the old I. A. C. 
students will go with him. 
MucH to the regret of the presi-
dent and others Miss Blood has felt 
herself obliged to resign her position 
here as preceptress and Prof. of Rhet-
oric and, Elocution and devote her 
whole time to her duties in Boston. 
She has, however, kindly consented 
to return in May and remain until 
the close of this term. There is no 
more earnest worker in the faculty 
than she has been and those who 
know her best have the highest opin-
ion of her personal character and 
her abi1ity as an instructor. 
PROF. BARROWS, who now occupies 
the position so long filled by Prof. 
Wynn, is a graduate of Phillips' 
Academy, Andover, Mass., and 
Western Reserve University, Ohio. 
He occupied a high. position in his 
class at both institutions and was re-
tained as Prof. at the latter institu-
work. The president, who has 
known him from childhood, says 
that he is a gentlemen of broad. cul-
ture and one who will throw .his 
whole influence with the "industrial 
education." There are quite a large 
number of students who are taking 
studies under him this spring and 
they seem quite favorably impressed 
with him as an instructor. 
As we commence the year's work 
probably most of us do so with the 
determination to make it the most 
profitable year we have spent here; 
but if we succeed in this we must be 
carethl not to lose time foolishly or 
through misdirected efforts. We 
must improve all our time and work 
in a systematic manner. It is not 
necessary that we· should lay out a 
rigid course with just so many hours 
for each study and so many for oth-
er things, for one finds it difficult 
and often undesirable to carry out 
such a plan. But we should have a 
general plan of work which can be 
modified to suit the exegencies of 
each day so that no time will be 
wasted. We should have a regular 
order in which our lessons are to be 
prepared and a general plan in re-
gard to reading, recreation and so-
ciety work. The harder we study 
the more exercise we need; and if 
we take it we will not only enjoy 
better health but will find that we 
can accomplish n:1ore work than by 
working all of the time. 
tic;m for eight years. Since then he THE new students should also be 
has been engaged in the ministerial careful in regard to proper exercise 
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and habits of study. It often hap-
pens that the one who makes the 
best record in the freshman year 
makes the poorest record during the 
rest of his course. _In such cases the 
student has usually pursued most of 
the studies in his course before and 
he does not need to study much to 
make good recitations which causes 
him to form the habit of making but 
little preparation for recitations and 
of doing but little hard work, conse-
quently when new studies are tak;en 
up, he does not .master them and 
soon drops down toward th-e foot of 
his class. On the other hand, the 
student that enters a little b~ind 
often works so hard to keep up with 
his class that his mind is developed 
rapidly and habits of study formed 
which soon places him at the head 
of his class. Those who are ahead 
should spend their time in society 
work and in a course of reading in 
the library. 
DEATH OF GENERAL JAMES 
LORAINE GEDDES. 
an irreparable loss in his death, both 
as to the prestige he brought us-for 
as a soldier he hid. won most dis-
tinguished honors in the old world 
and the new-and for the most estim-
able personal traits which endeared 
him to the hearts of all, combined 
with his marked efficiency and moral 
courage in the discharge of every 
kind of duty laid upon him here. 
As a soldier, ahd especially the 
most commanding figure at Shiloh, 
he took rank among the first of our 
nation, and now that he is dead the 
meed of praise, withheld through 
envy during his life-time, is fre'ely ac-
corded him in spontaneous eulogies 
bursting from every man's lips. Be 
it our task to drop a tribute on the 
grave of the great man, by recalling 
his services in connection with the 
college, and in founding and helping 
THE AURORA -in its work. 
General Geddes was helpful in 
every respect .. As Prof: of Military 
Tactics his influence with the stu-
dents was in every way elevating and 
enabling. As Judge Rotherick, of 
. The sad news of the death of Gens the Supreme Bench, said at hfs 
eral Geddes fell like a pall on the funeral, he was the type of a mil-
faculty a'nd students just as they itary man; and he had observed 
were coming in to resume their work while with him on the battle-field 
of the new year. After the brief ill- that there was something in his voice, 
ness of two weeks the great soldier, when giving command, which inspir-
the long-time officer of the college ed his soldiers and kept them cour-
he helped to. found, the venerable ageous and prompt to the last. This 
and beloved man, and friend of. the thing, whatever it was, came out in 
young, passed away, quietly and the carriage and conversation and 
peacefully to his reward in the home personal bearing of General Geddes, 
of the patriot dead, I so that everwhere it was felt that he 
We find words (ailingus to express ought to be obeyed. And vet there 
our grief. This college has suffered. w;_1.s no trace of those stern and mar-
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tinet qualities which are so often af-
fected in mediocre military men. 
He was always· mild and modest 
but firm, and in all matters of college 
government, in which as vice-presi-
dent and in other capacities he was 
required to share, these traits of 
generalship were always judiciously 
and kindly _t!xercised, and in difficult 
cases his counsel and plans were sure 
to prevail. ·He was very averse to 
everything like show or sham, and 
could not tolerate in any of his work 
the least indulgence in the way of 
display. His regimentals and badges 
he would not wear; and the by-
standers had to find out by inquiring 
from some one else that the military 
honors of two hemispheres hung 
about the man. 
He seemed to be unconscious of 
his worth. And this trait, so char-
acteristic of genuine merit, subjected 
him to much annoyance from mis-
representation and slights of smaller 
and coarser men. There was no 
office, not even the highest, in the 
gift of the nation that General Ged-
. des was not capable and deserving of 
filling; and it was a meager recogni-
tion of his value f9r the State of 
Iowa to give him a place in this col-
lege and protect him while here. 
And yet he was not molested. The 
story of his wrongs must rest hence-
forth in the bosoms of those who in-
flicted them, and we will find comfort 
in the recollection of his return to col-
lege and in the fact that he <lied at 
• last in her embrace. 
If General Geddes did not first 
project the founding of this journal 
he certainly gave it its name. He 
had refined literary and artistic tastes, 
and sketc.hed and secured in litho-
graph th_e · figure of the dawn burst-
ing from the eastern hills as the pic-
torial emblem of the adventure, and 
then contributed many interestinf_ 
and fascinating articles to the earlier 
numbers, mainly of reminiscences of 
his soldier's life in India. These 
have all the charmes of romance, and 
in looking over them now we regret 
th3:t they were not expounded into a 
book, to be read with interest every-
where, alld to be deposited in the 
library as a fitting mo~ument of his 
remarkable career. vVe cannot think 
that the college will omit some ap-
propriate memorial service, and some 
becoming monument to the memory 
of ;,o distinguished .a name. Mean-
time we are all in mQurning and feel 
most painfully the grief of our great 
loss. 
STATE•ORATORICAL CONTEST. 
The contest held at Des Moines 
Feb. 3 this year was more interesting 
than usual. There was a marked 
improvement over the coi;.i.test held 
here three years ago, especially in 
the delivery of the orations, only one 
orator falling into the "oratorical 
tone" with which most of the four-
teen speakers tortured the audience 
three years ago, and he did not use 
it to any great extent. It is certain-
ly very gratifying to find that. the 
"oratorical style" has so far given 
way to the "natural style." 
The first speaker was Mr. A. L. 
Hunt, of Simpson College, subj.ect 
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"The Siege of Jerusalem." He iant among orations written:especial-
seemed perfectly at home and in ly for the contest. Two •. sentences 
naturalness and forcibleness,of deliv- -in it however, which refer .to Moham-
ery he was not surpassed by any 
speaker of the evening. His open-
ing sentences, given below, show 
the manner in which he treated the 
med, are quite striking: 
"Placing ourselves in the midst of his en-
vironments, we shall the better be prepared 
to understand him, not as an imposter, but as 
a human soul wrapped in midnight darkness, 
subject. His tracing of the events with headlong haste treading round and 
leading up to the final destruction of round his stinted limits, anxiously groping 
Jerusalem was masterly and his des- after truth." 
'd , "Mohammed stands out among the great cription of the final scene viv1 an(! 
men of the earth as the only one who al the 
powerful; but,: while the scene of same time organized a people, fot1f,1ded a re-
destruction and death is still vivid . ligion, and established an empire." 
I 
in the minds of his hearers he says I Mr. Havighorst, of Iowa Weslyan 
"The plowshare was passed over the/ University, followed with an oration 
ruins of the temple," which strikes I on "\Vorship," full of pure, beautiful 
the audience as rather a peculiar , and sublime thoughts. His deliv-
, 
thing to do at that time, and the his- ! ery was not so good however, for he 
torian as a mistake in dates. The i spoke oz,er his audience instead of to 
insertion of this sentence in that I them. The following sentence gives 
connection must have been an over- i a fair idea of his oration, showing its 
sight and it probably lowered his I beauty and fullness of thought an<~ 
standmg considerably: also a slight defect in arrangment, 
"In the moral world as truly as in the : the next to the last clause not being 
physical, gradual cleveloprnenl is the law 0,f: suited to the connection: 
growth, and yet there have c,·er been in the : "There is that in the humrrn breast which 
\\-orld's history periods of snclclen transition. ' longs for a higher, a nobler, a purer being. 
Influences, divine and human, that have This principle in the soul is worship. \Yhen 
wrought through many centuries,_ silent ~ncl reduced to a system, it is called religaon. 
unseen, suddenly become ma 111 test. 1 he , \Yorship is the light of the \\·oriel, the anchor 
forces that take hold on society move_ wi!h ·;he : of the soul, the emblem of immortality, the 
majesty and pmYer of an earthc1uake. 1 he child of glory-man's brightest anticipation 
vast ocean of human passion and prejudice ' for the future. This nohle principle is di-
is stirred to its depths, and through the ; Yinely implanted in the soul. Nn other 
gloom of one wild night of blood and delirium principle has so stirred the human heart; has 
bursts the glad dawn of a new dispensation." been the cause of so many \Yars ancl pcrsecn-
"The final siege of Jerusalem presents such tions, has fillecl nrnn's soul with so much joy 
a scene ,Yith such significance. n 
The next speaker was l\Ir. F. \V. 
Dukes, of Cornell. College, subject 
"Islam." His delivery was fair but 
lacked in force. His oration was 
written for a society oration only 
and hence did not appear very brill-
[lnd. peace.'' 
Mr. Randall, of Coe College, was 
the next speaker. His subject as 
given on the program was "Knowl-
edge and Culture," and he presented 
some very good thoughts on that 
subject and nearly as many on ot/ier 
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subjects. His sentences were well 
written and some of· his figures 
beautiful. .Speaking seems to tire 
him and he failed to hold the atten-
tion of the audience. The following 
is his closing sentence : 
"Then when the mists of selfishness and 
doubt are fading away ipto the past, on 
the proud eminence of human perfection, 
knowledge and culture~ the all-powerful ruler 
of the intellect with the pure aud beau tifui 
queen of the heart, will-stand hand in hand 
and watch the break of the millenium dawn.'' 
"Napoleon at St. Helena," by Mr. 
C. L. Zorbaugh, of Parsons College, 
was the next oration. It possessed 
the qualities which the winning ora-
tion nearly always possesses-yivid-
ness of description made more vivid 
by sharp contrasts. His delivery 
was good and in the main natural. 
At times it bordered on the dramatic 
and at other times dropped almost 
to the conversational style; but it 
accorded well with his composition. 
A few sentences will give a good 
idea of his oration : 
"Behold him as he stands there, alone, 
peering over the sea to that far horizon be-
yond which lies France and the continent. 
The keen eye glazes, the quick ear dulls. 
Jn the deep• abstraction of memory the port 
rises before him like a dream. St. Helena 
broadens beneath his feet into the space of a 
continent ; the low muttering of the break-
ers sounds to his ears 1ike the measured 
tread of armies ; and the waves sparkling be-
fore him in the sunlight transform into the 
glitter of myriad swords and bayonets." 
Following this was a vivid des-
cription of the scenes through which 
N apolebn had passed, then 
"The crisis of the age approaches. Hero 
of Ulm, Austerlitz, Auerstadt and Jena, Na-
poleon prepares for his final compaign. The 
continent becomes-the theatre of war. From 
Arctic Russia to the gates of Gibraltar there 
is the sound of bugles and the commotion of 
arms. EnFope is arrayed against one man. 
The course of history hangs on the issue of a 
single campaign. But a step more- the tak-
ing of Moscow-aud the world shall lie at 
his feet!" 
* * * * * * 
"The dream passes. The glaze is .gone 
from his eye, the dullness from his ear. It is 
St. Helena beneath his feet; it is the low 
muttering of broken waves down there, not 
the march of armies; and out yonder is the 
sunlight glittering on the sea to that far hor-
izon." 
Mr. F. A. McGrew, of Lenox .Col-
lege, delivered a very thoughtful ora-
tion on the "Duality of Human Exist-
ence." It was excellent in thought 
and composition, but there was too 
much abstract thought in it to win 
in an oratorical contest. The de-
livery was good for the kind, but it 
was partially of the "oratorical" kind. 
The following is one of his beautiful 
sentences: 
"But the inner is the real being, intensely 
grand aud infinitely interesting. It flows 
backward along the course of time like a way-
ward ocean's current. It enabled a Bunyan 
to catch a glimpse of thP splendor~ of heaven ; 
a Milton to descend to the gloomy terrors of 
hell. It is a harp of ten thousand strings 
tuned by the almighty hand of God and 
touched by the heaven-born fingers of emo-
tion which draws from the trembling chords 
a melody that ever moves the mind; and it 
is mind that move.; the world. 
The next oration, "The Soul's 
Hermitage," by Mr. R. C. Craven, 
of Iowa City, was undoubtedly the 
most original oration delivered and 
commanded the attention of the 
audience to every sentence. At its 
close many felt sure that he would 
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represent Iowa at the inter-State 
contest, but the strong points in his 
oration were seen more clearly by 
the audience than they could · be by 
the judges who marked on thought, 
composition and delivery separately, 
for, aside from his originality, the 
charm of his oration was the result 
of the perfect harmony of his thought, 
com"position and delivery. His ora-
tion does not contain a single climax 
and it is almost impossible to select 
"the best sentence," and when a gem 
is selected and taken from the others 
• it loses part of its beauty of mean-
ing. The following probably shows 
the originality of his style the best 
of any that can be sele~ted : 
"We wound and stab each. other in the 
dark, and wrapped io our coats of flesh see 
not the awful crimes we do. Man's infidility 
toward man has been woeful scepticism. It 
has wrought its direful influence through all 
these Titanic intellects stand, pointing back-
ward. to the moaldering dogmas of primeval 
India for trust and guidance, proclaiming the 
clearest of our intuitions to be but will-o'-the 
wisp, or sadder still, a corpse light on the 
grav'l! of hope." 
The speakers were graded in the 
following order by the judges : 
r. C. L. Zorbaugh. 5. F. A. McGrew. 
2. A. E. Palmer. 6. E. S. Havighorst. 
3. R. C. Craven. 7. Amos Randall .• 
4. A. L. Hunt. 8. F. W. Dukes. 
It was very unfortunate that our 
college was not represented in the 
contest. But it was unavoidable so 
far as our orator, Miss Crawford, was 
concerned. She did her best to get 
her oration in at the proper time, but 
her time was taken up waiting on 
her sister who was lying almost at 
the point of death, so that she could 
not get her oration printed and for-
.warded to the president of the asso-
ciation until two weeks· before the 
time and casts its darkening shadow through contest, which was too late accord-· 
all the centuries." ing to the constitution, and he re-
The last oration of the evening, fused to forward it to the judges. In 
"Pantheism," by Mr. A. E. Palmer, of this he made a mistake, for he should 
Iowa College, was undoubtedly the have forwarded it to the judges and 
finest oration of the evening, consid- then brought the matter before the 
ered from . a literary · standpoint. association for their decision. A 
The thoughts and delivery were in resolution to that effect 'introduced 
the main good also, but the delivery by our delegate was ,passed by the 
lacked in force and failed to give association. 
the audience-so good an impression I The contest will be held at Iowa 
of his oration as it deserved. The City next year. Drake students cer-
following gives some idea of his pol- tainly deserve credit for the splendid 
ished production: banquet they provided for the asso-
"Philosophy at that time had called into ciation this year and their hospital-
action all the resources of the human mind. it , to visitors. 
It had passed through all concei\'able changes ) 
of the truth and error, now bathing.its wings 
in the sunlight of heaven, now plunging 
amid the horrors of abysmal night. Vet 
here on the golden verge of modern progress 
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The Simpsonian is a very readable 
paper in all its parts but the editorials 
are not as clearly distinguished fr.om 
the other parts as they should be. 
The December number of the 
TVooster Collegian has some very 
interesting articles. The first article 
on various "Topics" is especially 
good. 
The News-Letter, of Iowa College, 
is a very ably edited paper. The 
communication department iS' quite 
an interesting feature of the paper, 
for the discussion of local questions 
by the.students is not only valuable 
to them but it gives outsiders a good 
idea of the spirit of the institution. 
The later numbers of College Cltips, 
published at Luther College, shows 
a marked improvement of the editori-
al department in both quantity and 
quality. Some expressions in the 
paper show want of a thorough 
knowledge of English idioms. The 
local and clippings columns are quite 
lively and interesting. 
Of aU our college exchanges we 
have as yet found none more ably 
edited in all its departments than the 
Fayette Collegian. The editorials 
are especially interesting and valu-
able. The exchange editor speaks 
very plainly and pointedly and is 
sometimes almost too severe on edi-
tors having less experience and un-
derstanding less clearly how a paper. 
should be conducted. 
The Collegiate, of Frankin College, 
presents a neat appearance and is 
quite ably edited. The X-editor 
will please accept a "basket of 
thanks" from us to go with his to the 
ex-editor who wi:11 not ring up any 
more "chestnut bells" by having the 
President of }Villi am and Mary Col-
lege ring the college bell to prevent 
the revoking of the institution's 
charter. 
We receive the following from the 
National Inter-Collegiate Prohibi-
tion Association : · 
"Under the auspices of the Nation-
al Inter-Collegiate Prohibition As-
sociation, a series of oratorical con-
tests will be held during the long 
summer vacation in connection with 
the great temperance campmeetiugs. 
Any student of any American college 
or professional school, including 
next c_ommencement graduates, may 
enter these contests. For full par-
ticulars address the secretary, Walter 
Thomas Mills, Wooster, Ohio." 
LOCAL. 21. 
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-Back again ! 
-What a short winter' 
-D1d you ever see so many 
changes? 
-After all it's the same.place and 
we are glad to be here. 
-A numbertof Drake University 
students visited the I. A. C. recently. 
-Dr. Barrows has preached a 
couple of excellent sermons this 
term. 
-Mrs. Graves has accepted the 
position of house-keeper in the main 
building. 
-A blinding snow-storm greeted 
those who arrived the first day of 
the term. 
-So far '86 does not make as 
good a show in the way of post-
graduates as '85 did. 
-Another of the "reforms" of this 
year is the omission of chapel exer-
cises on Saturday evenings. 
-The way the mustaches have 
blossomed out during the winter is 
something stupendous ; the way, not 
the mustache, we mean. 
surely be well versed in the myster-
ies of putting down carpets and 
hanging curtains by the time the 
girls are comforably settled. 
If it wasn't for "Billy" w(wouldn't 
know the new 'bus. The only 
thing lacking to make it a grand suc-
'cess is "L A. C." somewhere. 1 
-There is a very fine-looking lot 
of young people in the new Fresh-
man class. Although. the class is 
small the proportion of girls is much 
larger than usual. 
-The classes in Latin and Eng-
lish Literature have become so large 
that "room 5 I" will no lunger hold 
them, and the Society '100111 in North 
Hall is now used. 
-Students are now permitted to 
go down town any time when it does 
not interfere with college exercises, 
only being required to register at 
the president's office . 
• 
-Pres. Chamberlain now occupies 
Dr. Welch's house, and Prof. Ben-
nett the house recently occupied by 
Prof. Wynn. Dr. Welch is living 
in Ames: Prof. Hainer, Miss Stock-
man and Mrs. Riley are the only 
members of the Faculty lefot in the 
-A "social" in the Freshman building. 
room the first Saturday evening was 
much enjoyed by an-Seniors, Jun-
iors and Sophomores, as well as 
Fre,hmen. 
-There is nothing like being 
popular. Mr. Tillie is certllinly the 
most unfortunately sought-after 
young man )n the State. He will 
-The crowded state of affairs in 
the girls' section is the very best ar-
gum~nt in favor of the erect~on of a 
Boarding~ Hall for the young ladies. 
The guest chambers have all been 
given up, the dark court rooms are 
in use, and several of the larger 
rooms have four occupants. 
22. PERSONAL. 
~-FE!\~O)'!f.tlt.·~ In the .death of Gen. Geddes the 
college lost another of its early sup-
Miss Nellie Gilchrist is with us porters. One by or:e those who tid- · 
again. ed the college over the trying days 
Miss Stockman visited in Quebec of its early life are leaving it. 
during vacation. 
. Miss Effie Thomas, once of '88, is 
Ex-Governor G-rant, of Colorado, 
once a member of class '74, is at the 
head of the enormous Grant Smelt-visiting friends in Ames. 
ing Works with smelters at Leadville · 
Stella Wagner commenced a career 
and Denver and'refinery at Omaha. 
as padagogue in Benton county this 
winter. 
• 
Mrs. Riley spent the. winter in 
Boston with Miss Blood and Miss 
Saunderson. 
Dr. Kellogg, once of '73, is a 
prosperous physician in Alhambra, 
in the ·san Gabriel valley, Cal. 
Mrs. Riley is to be preceptress un-
til May 1st, ,~hen Miss Blood will 
return for the remaider of the term. 
Miss Crawford still retains her 
position as proctor, a just recogni-
tion of her efficient services last year. . . 
The Juniors are all rejoicing to 
see Florence Weatherby back, and 
looking none the worse for her ill-
ness of last fall. 
Nellie Barrett, :who was an I. A. C. 
C. F. Curtiss and Fred Faville are 
both "out" this spring waiting for 
their classes to catch up with them. 
In the meantime "Curt" will make 
himself useful as well as ornamental 
on a farm, and Fred is principal of 
a school somewhere in northern 
Iowa. 
The old students all miss the 
friendly words and kind sympathiz-
ing manner of Prof. Wynn. Fifteen 
years of work t.o make the rnstitu-
tion what it is, have endeared him 
to all who have knowh him in that 
time. Always ready with words of 
encouragement, willing _to discom-
mode himself to accommodate stu-
dents, they felt that in Prof. Wynn 
they had a firm friend. And while 
student two years ago, later of Calla- we welcome his successor we · can-
naJJ., has been obliged to leave school not help but mourn the absence of 
on account of her eyes. our oid teacher. We feel safe in 
The Seniors will be glad to hear saying that as long as college days 
that Hattie Hatch, once a member linger in the memory of old I. A. C. 
of their class, expects to visit the students, Prof. Wynn will not be for-
college during the coming year. : gotten. 
I 
Harry Wallace arrived early in the 
term and surprised folks by announc-
ing that he had only come. to "pack ~~~ 
up." He says h_e's going to farm 
this year. 
LOCAL. 23. 
'85. M. E. Johnson is Deputy 
State Veterinarian for southern Iowa 
with l~eadquarters at Red Oak. 
'82. Geo. W. Catt is now engi-
neer with the San Francisco Califor-
nia Bridge Company. 
'79. W. M. Scott editor of the 
Larimore, Dakota: Pi(JJ1eer, exchan-
ges with the Aurora. 
'78. R. Burke, editor of the What 
Cheer Reporter, also exchanges. 
'84. E. J. Nichols is now resident 
E~gineer on the St. L. A. & T. R. R. 
at M1. Pleasant, Texas. 
'84. A. Williams is similarly sit-
uated on the B. & M. at Oberlin, 
Kansas. 
'78. J. N. Muncie is farming near 
Jesup, Iowa, and is demonstrating 
by a fine herd of Holstein the sii-
periority of this breed of c·attle for 
dairy purposes. 
. '86. E. P. Niles D. V. M. practic-
ing at Newton, has beeh tendered a 
position as assistant Professor of 
Chemistry and Toxicology in the 
proposed medical college at Colfax. 
'So. R. M. Nicholson, who is 
practicing veterinary medicine at 
Early, Iowa, was married last fall, 
and with his bride spent the winter 
in California. 
'85. George Goodno's smiling 
countenance is still to be seen at the 
I. A. C. George is perfectly harm-
less this term, not being a proctor 
'79. Dr. G. C. Faville has in sue- any more. 
cessful operation a large veterinary 
hospital in Denver, Col. 
'8~ C. A. Cary has returned to 
the college to graduate this fall m 
the Veterinary course. 
'85. G. H. Glover 1s practicing 
medicine at Longmount, Col., also 
officiating as assistant State Veterin-. . 
arian. 
'73. Prof. M. Stalker, of the I. A. 
C., and L. W. Noyes, of '72, residing 
in Chicago, Ill., took an extended 
trip during the winter through Cali-
fornia, New Mexico, Utah, Colorado 
and other western. States. An ac-
count of the places of interest visit-
ed would more tharf fill. the pages of 
THE AURORA. 
'86. J. J. Streets is House Surgeon 
and assistant to Prof. Stalker. 
'85. Wm. Niles is kept busy fill-
ing his duties as assistant State Vet-
erinarian. 
There were present at the Inter-
State Agricultural Convention which 
recently met at Sc Charles, La., the 
following.Alumni of the I. A. C. : 
'Sr. Miss Marilla J. Crossman, a 
teacher in an academy in Lake 
Charles. 
'83. Miss l\1innie Knapp, a teach-
er in the same academy. 
'83. Geo. W. Curtis, Professor 
of Agriculture in the A and M. Col-
lege, of College Station, Texas. 
'86. Myron H. Reynolds, super-
intendent of one of the farms of the 
North :<\merican Land and Timber 
Company. 
24. ALUMNI. 
I AURORA sends .h~artiest greetings 
--------------- i and wishe,<; them all prosperity. 
'86. J. W. Bradford, a visitor 
the "Sunny South." 
to '78-78. The· home of Mr. and 
'86. Myres and Farwell are at 
Iowa City studying law. 
'84. B. T. Hainer is still at Ann 
Arbor pursuing his studies. 
'86. Will Hunter is on the editori-
al staff of a Chicago daily. 
'86. It looked natural to see Lizzie 
Langfitt back in her old plate in the 
Library for a few days. 
'86. Myron Reynolds left for 
Louisiana a few weeks after gradua-
tion. Reports say he is much pleas-
ed with his new home. 
'83-'83. Prof. and Mrs. Herman 
Knapp visited Dr. Knapp in Louis-
iana during the winter. 
'86. G. W. Greene spent a few 
days at the College at the beginning 
of the term. 
'85. Oak Norton is "Pa" to a 
young Mr. Oak. 
'86. Cora Wagner has been in New 
York since Dec. rst studying music. 
She enters the Conservatory of MuGic 
this spring, where she will remain un-
til she has finished her course. 
'85. Miss Gertrude Wynn is also 
in New York, pursuing her favorite 
study-painting. 
'80. Mrs. Carrie C. Lane-Chap-
man is engaged in editorial work in 
San Francisco, Cal. 
'81. R. J. Hopkins and Miss 
Abbie Frater were mar;ied at Clar-
eµce, Iowa, Nov. 24th, 1886. THE 
Mrs. W. K. Robins is now graced by 
the presence of a daughter. 
'77. H. M. White, Vice President 
and Professor in a: college in Cali-
fornia spent the winter at San Diego. 
'7r-8r. Prof. and Mrs. Osborn are 
very proud of their young son. 
'72. Prof. Stanton also rejoices 
over the advent of another son. 
'86. E. S. Richman remains at 
.the college this year ostensibly to 
preserve order. Apparently some 
other object looms up beforr the 
far-seeing eye of Richman and 
"chains him to the spot." 
'85. Butler Schreckengast is a fuli-
fledged preacher now. He preaches 
at five appointments and is taking a 
course of study at Mount Pleasant 
at the same time. 
'83. Miss Jessie E. Fra"rer has an 
excellent posit:on as teacher in the 
schools of Boyle Heights, one of the 
suburbs of Los Angeles, Cal. ... 
'73. Mrs. Hattie E. Raybourne 
Morse presides over the Domestic 
Economy department of a home in 
Littleton, Cal. 
'78-84. Prof. Hainer spent tl1e 
winter at Ann Arbor. Mrs. Hainer 
visited her sister at Manchester, N. 
H., and the remainder of the winter 
was with the Professor at Ann Arbor. 
'86. J. I. Rayen, D. V. M., is lo-
cated at Nash ville, Tenn. E. S. 
Johnston at Burlington, and G. A. 
Johnson at Odebolt, Ia. 
